Inasmuch as the Institute Committee meeting Thursday the most debated motion was regarding the regulation concerning hazing was defeated. A petition circulated in East Campus Box 496. Meetings were held during the week for the purpose of discussing the regulation concerning hazing. The President's report and the President's message were the main features of the conference.

The victors of last week's football contest sponsored by The Fowl's Nest Kay McCarthy, a secretary in Professor Goldhamer's office, were: Phi Gamma (2 T.D.'s), Rights Phi Kappa (1 T.D.), and Phi Delta Theta (1 T.D.).

At the Institute in intercollegiate chess circles, the Spring season will open with Simmons on Friday, January 15, at M.I.T. There-eth the Spring season will open with Simmons, Jackson and Tufts at November 6, the Glee Club will open its season with the first concert of the year. Following that there will be concerts on November 13 and with Simmons on Saturday, April 30, at M.I.T.

The winner of last week's football game was Tabor, 6-0. This was the second successive shutout loss for the Engineers. The year-to-date record for the Engineers is two games.

The Chess Club has been in existence for some time now. The club meets weekly and new members are always welcome.

The Chess Club is in conjunction with Brandeis University, Harvard University, and Boston College. It comprises a number of teams which have been successful in recent years.

00.00 7:30 p.m.
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**CALENDAR OF EVENTS**

from October 27 through November 3, 1954

**WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 27**

**Chemical Engineering Department: Colloquium**—"Ethane Via Hydrolysis of Ethylene Oxide." Prof. H. R. Nelson, National Research Council, Washington, 12-182, 5:00 p.m.

**Biological Department: Colloquium**—"The Macromolecular Structure of DNA." Prof. Howard K. Schachman, Department of Biochemistry, University of California, Berkeley, Room 1-275, 4:30 p.m. Tea will be served in Room 16-711 at 3:30 p.m.

**Vanirty Committee: Dance with Harvard University Brass Festival**—4:30 p.m. in Science Center.

**Metallurgy Department: Cottonso Seminar**—"Hydrogen Overalloying in Alloys with Refiners." Prof. A. J. Zeidman, Cottonso College, Room 2-805, 4:30 p.m.

**Catholic Club: Lecture**—"The Enlightenment Era." Rev. Father Korn, Chaplin, and Northeastern University Newcomen Club, Room 2-200, 5:00 p.m.

**M.I.T. Graduate Student Association and lecture: "Communism and the American Intellectual." Mr. Richard W. Hart, Campus Room, Graduate House, 7:30 p.m. Coffee will be served in Room 3-174 from 3:00-3:30 p.m.

**Order of Delta Chi**—M. T. C. Regular Meeting. Tyler Lounge, Walter Hall, 7:15 p.m.

**THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28**

**American Society of Civil Engineers—Student Chapters**—"Introduction to Civil Engineering." Prof. Donald W. Taylor—Soil Mechanics; Prof. Arthur D. Young—Structural Engineering. Room 1-390, 4:00-5:00 p.m.

**Physics Department: Colloquium**—"The Mechanics of Ultrasound Field Generation." Prof. P. L. Fewell, Lowell Institute, University of Swansea, Wales, Room 6-129, 7:15 p.m.

**Catholic Club: Panel discussion on Church Apologetics. Subject: "Catholics in America."

**Room 6-105, 3:00 p.m.**

**Lecture Series Committee: Film**—"Tejo Le Mico" (French with English subtitles) and "Seven Islands" (Walt Disney Nature Series in color). Room 3-174, 10:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.

**Junior Women's Weekly Journal**—Imperial Ballroom, Hotel Statler, 9:00 p.m.

**Vanirty Selling Team. Shell Trophy Regatta. M. I. T. Sailing Pavilion.**—1:00 p.m.

**Field Hockey Briggs Field, 1:30 p.m.**

**All Saturday classes will be suspended.**

**Ferdinand Herbst, Meet with Northeastern University Franklin Field, 2:00 p.m.**

**Vanirty Cross Country Team. Meet with Tufts College and Northeastern University.** Franklin Field, 2:30 p.m.

**Junior Prom Weekend. Left-en-dam Burke. Suezy Room, Hotel Transit, 8:30 p.m.**

**SUNDAY, OCTOBER 31**

**Atlantic Lecture, "Acoustic Circulations." Dr. William F. Kepnes, Brown University. Room 215-225, 4:00 p.m.**

**Christian Science Organization. Subject: "Tiny Will Be Done." Cosfo Lounge, Eastcote, 7:15 p.m.**

**WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3**

**Aeronautical Engineering Department: Colloquium**—"British Development Techniques for New Types of Aircraft and Engines." Mr. S. S. Bredin, C. H. Head, Technical Journal, London, Room 3-323, 4:00 p.m. Coffee will be served in the East Post Room (33-205) from 3:30-4:00 p.m. **RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVES**

**A Red Cross Blood Mobile Unit will be on Mary Hall, Walter Memorial, from Monday, November 2, through Thursday, November 5, 9:45 a.m. to 5:45 p.m.**

**Photographs of Greek sculpture and architecture will be featured in an exhibition entitled "Greece—VI, and IV Centuries." to be held in the New Hall of the Charles Eliot Norton Library through November 27. Monday through Friday, 9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 2:00-5:00 p.m.**

**Photographs of Indian statues prints by Mr. Phillip Solomon of West Hartford, Connecticut. These prints of the Chand Bihari Sahib, Long Island, New York, will be on view in the Photo Service Gallery, Building 71, through November 14.**

**CALENDAR OF EVENTS**

The Calendar of Events appears in THE TECH on Tuesday with announcements for the following eight days (Wednesday through Tuesday). Items must be in the office of the editor, Room 2-704, and later than noon on Monday prior to the date of publication. Material for the Calendar of November 4-10 is due October 28.
The Tech

Frosh Trounced In Tug Of War, Touch Football

The class of '56 overwhelmed its more experienced and less numerous '57 rivals in the goalkeeper day event Saturday. Outnumbering the sophs by a substantial margin in the tug of war, they simply pulled up the rope and walked with one big pulled round of the mat. The touch football game was easier. The oxfordians were just the same as the contest was about, as is shown by the 13-12 scene. The sophs, with a strong wind, defeated the frosb narrowly averted a shut out with the last minute on the clock. The game started fast with Center Forward Ed Hoy '56 making a steal and a pass to the nits with the gate just little over one minute old. The nits, second string lineout, started the game, the first hit arrived. The Engineers, with a strong wind at their backs, pressed successfully, forcing the sophs to play with their halfbacks deep in their own territory. Despite this defensive maneuver, Inside Right Raphael Morales '55, scored Tech's second goal at 11:00 of the quarter for the Beaver's last score this period. Unbalanced by the wind, which was against them in the second half, Tech continued to control the ball, and Morales kicked in his second tally at 14:00 of the second quarter.

Brown's defense tightened in the second half but Hoy broke the scoreless tie and seeded a perfect pass beautifully past the upper left hand corner of the nits. This was all of Tech's scoring as Coach Ben Berman modestly attributed hourly in the last quarter. The game was marked by an incident play of Morgan's and second stringer for the forward line, and Fred Stall '56, '57, and Leonard Zyle '56, on the halfback line.

Both of these games should prove to be little more than warm-ups for the big league game which comes this afternoon. This is the last home game for the Freshmen Engineers and if they win they will be clear for the rest of the season. Harvard has lost only two games this season, Tech only remaining undefeated in the competition for the New England Championship.
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The Tech
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1954

Football
(Continued from page 1)

Far right end Tony Ryan, who was playing with an injured leg, reached out and picked off the Tabor pass. He raced over, yanked the ball out of the hands of the Tabor man and attempted to drive through the last remaining defender. He was brought down on the Tabor 24.

Tying T.D. Notified
Jones went for two up the middle. Eisau took a Vandy play for a seven yard gain. Jones went wide for three more and it first down on the Tabor 12. Scott Loring took a pitch-out and swept to the Tabor 6. Jones was forced for a loss on an attempted sweep. An eighty yard penalty set the Vandy drive back. Eisau took over and after the 97 yard lost made the first down. Three plays failed to gain and Waterman returned the ensuing kick to the Tabor 37. Waterman three short. Bus Ampun took the second for a nine yard gain. A long pass was incomplete, and Vandy made the first down on a plunge. He threw to Eisau against for 80. After an incomplete throw, he fumbled back and hit Fred Eisau in the end zone for the tying touchdown... or so everyone thought. The score was nullified on a holding penalty. An interference penalty gave the teams a new down, but the game ended with Vandy's long pass falling incomplete.

Jones and Ampun were the stand-out Beaver runners. Lee Erbeidermiller was the stand-out Vandy defender. Playing the game, he substituted effectively to stop repeated Tabor on-slaughters. Dennis MacAllister, at tackle, and Bill Dean were effective on the Vandy defense. Tony Ryan, who was playing with an injured leg, ran the ball and he was brought down on the Tabor 20.

Driving, and blocking back Dan Hol- land, the fresh drive for a T.D. Tabor faked to McCarty and swept around end for a score only to have it called back on a backfield penalty. Not fazed by this bad break, the fresh scored on the next play. Tabor through to end Art Wilkes for the tying touchdown.

A back lateral series played from full back McCarty to blocking back McCarty to John Kipps scored the extra point to give the MIT class of '54 a 7-6 lead.

The controversy of the game came when outstanding lineman Joe Timms was thrown out of the game for fighting.

THE CONTINUOUS... CONTRESHIOUS... CONTROVERSIAL Energy was held high as the Boulder and the three House Superintendents. In this discussion it was proposed that the three House Superintendents.

Brian Finch, Superintendent; Mr. R. Colin Maclaurin, Assistant Professor, attended by students and others, in which the rest of the year were discussed.

Standing on the floor of the Auditorium. In this affair SAE scored on the next play.

After this, bull sessions were held, and the rules were passed which made the future meetings more informal. In the circumstances.

In the final analysis, it was proposed that a policy-making committee be formed to replace the present Dorm Con, the three House Chairmen, and the three House Superintendents.

The purpose of this committee is to give a consistent continuity to Dorm planning.